
Lecture 6d: Using Green’s Relations

We now use Green’s relations to prove two important theorems: Schutzenberger’s theorem
(which we have already seen in Lecture 5) and Simon’s Factorization Forest Theorem. The
material here is drawn from Thomas Colcombet’s survey article [2], which the reader is
strongly encouraged to read.

Schutzenberger’s Theorem

First we show that for any finite monoid, if each of its regular H-classes is trivial (contains
a single element) then as a matter of fact all its H-classes are trivial. We say that such a
monoid is H-trivial.

Proposition 1 Let pM, ., 1q be a finite monoid such that every regular H-class is trivial.
Then all its H-classes are trivial.

Proof: We observe that for such monoids, if N is the idempotent power of y then yN “ yNy.
This is because, yN “ yNyyN´1, so that yNJ yNy and since yNy ďL yN and yN ďR yN , we
also have yNHyNy. As every regular H-class is trivial and yN is an idempotent we have
yNy “ yN .

Let H be an H-class and let s, t P H. Therefore s “ xt and t “ sy for some x, y. So,
s “ xsy and hence s “ xNsyN for any N . Choosing N to be the idempotent power of y we
get s “ xNsyN “ xNsyNy “ sy “ t.

It turns out a similar result holds for R,L and J classes and we leave that as an exercise
to the interested reader.

Exercise Show that if every regular R-class (respectively regular L-class, regular J -class)
is trivial in a finite monoid then every R-class (respectively L-class, J -class) is trivial.

As a consequence of the previous proposition we have the following result.

Proposition 2 A monoid pM, ., 1q is aperiodic if and only if it is H-trivial.

Proof: If M is aperiodic then it contains no groups and consequently the H-class of any
idempotent must be trivial. Applying the previous proposition the monoid must beH-trivial.
Conversely, if it H-trivial it contains no nontrivial groups and hence is aperiodic.

We are now ready to reprove Schutzenberger’s theorem using Green’s relations.

Theorem 3 Every language recognized by an aperiodic monoid is a star-free regular lan-
guage.
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Proof: It suffices to show that for anyM is an aperiodic monoid and morphism h : Σ˚ ÝÑ M

and each s P M , h´1psq is a star-free regular language.
The proof proceeds by induction on ďJ (which if you recall, generalizes the idea of

subwords) establishing that if h´1ptq is star-free for all t with s ăJ t, then h´1psq is also a
star-free language. [However, the key combinatorial steps, remain the same as we shall see]

For the base case, we note that J p1q is the maximum element under ďJ . Further we
claim that for any monoid J p1q “ Hp1q. This follows from the fact x ďL 1 and x ďR 1
so that if xJ 1 then xH1. Now, using Proposition 2 we conclude that J p1q “ t1u and
h´1p1q “ ta|hpaq “ 1u˚ is a star-free language.

The inductive step is carried out in 3 steps. Firstly, we show that h´1pJ psqq is a star-free
language, and then that h´1pRpsqq (and h´1pLpsq) is also a star-free language. The final
step is simple: h´1pHpsqq “ h´1pLpsqq X h´1pRpsqq is therefore star-free and by Proposition
2, Hpsq “ tsu, completing the inductive step.

Claim 1: h´1pJ psqq is star-free.

Consider the forbidden ideal Fpsq. In the language of Green’s relations, this set can be
defined to be the union of all the J classes J such that J psq ďJ J . Clearly, Fpsq “ tt |
s ďJ tu. The part below the curve in the following figure is Fpsq.

J p1q

J1 J2 J3

J psq J4

J5 J6J7

We show that h´1pFpsqq is a star-free language. Once we prove this, h´1pJ psqq can be
expressed as

h´1pFpsqq Y
ď

săJ t

h´1ptq

which is star-free (using the induction hypothesis), completing the proof of the claim.
Since Fpsq is an ideal, Σ˚aΣ˚ Ď h´1pFpsqq whenever hpaq P Fpsq. Thus, the star-free

language L0 “
Ť

hpaqPFpsq Σ
˚aΣ˚ is contained in h´1pFpsqq. Let L1 “ h´1pFpsqqzL0.
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If w P L1 then any shortest subword u of w that also belongs to h´1pFpsqq must be of
length at least 2 (otherwise w P L0). Let u “ avb and hpvq “ t. We have

thpaq, t, hpbq, hpaq.t, t.hpbqu Ď Fpsq

Since t is outside Fpsq, it is either sJ t or s ăJ t. Suppose sJ t. We already have,
hpaq.t ďL t and s ďJ hpaq.t (since the latter is in Fpsq). Therefore, hpaq.t L t and since L

is a right congruence, we have hpaq.t.hpbq L t.hpbq. This is a contradiction since the l.h.s
belongs to an ideal and the r.h.s. does not and we conclude that s ăJ t. Then the language
Σ˚.a.h´1ptq.b.Σ˚, which is star-free by the induction hypothesis, is contained in h´1pFpsqq
and includes the word w.

For each w in L1 we may pick such a star-free language and still we will only have finitely
many! Thus we may write

h´1pFpsqq “ L0 Y
Ť

tΣ˚.a.h´1ptq.b.Σ˚ | s ăJ t, hpaq.t R Fpsq, t.hpbq R Fpsq,
hpaq.t.hpbq P Fpsqu

This completes the proof the Claim 1. [We note that the argument is quite similar to the
one used to establish that arbitrary ideals define star-free languages in the first proof of
Schutzenberger’s Theorem.]

Claim 2: h´1pRpsqq is star-free.

Let hpwq P Rpsq and let u be the shortest prefix of w such that hpuq P Rpsq. If u “ ǫ then
1Rs and we are in the base case. So, w.l.o.g. we may assume that u “ va and hpvq “ t.
Since we may write w “ uau1 we have hpwq “ t.hpaq.hpu1q. This means that s ďR t.hpaq and
s ďR t. So, either s ăJ t or sJ t.

If sJ t, then we also have sRt (since s ďR t as well) which contradicts the minimality of
u. So, we conclude the s ăJ t. By the induction hypothesis, the language Lt,a “ h´1ptq.a.Σ˚

is star-free and contains the word w.
But is it contained in h´1pRpsqq? There is no real reason for this to hold. However the

language Lt,a X h´1pJ psqq is contained in h´1pRpsqq as we now show (and contains w, since
hpwq P Rpsq Ď J psq). It is also star-free using Claim 1 and the fact that Lt,a is a star-free
language.

Let x P Lt,aXh´1pJ psqq. Therefore, x “ yaz with hpyq “ t and t.hpaq R s. Consequently,
hpxq ďR s. But since hpxqJ s, we conclude that hpxqRs as required.

Now we may pick a language Lt,a for each w P h´1pRpsqq as described above and still
end up with just a finite collection so that we have

h´1pRpsqq “ h´1pJ psqq X
ď

tLt,a | s ăJ t, t.hpaqRsu

Thus , h´1pRpsqq is a star-free language and this completes the proof of Claim 2. [We
note the similarity between this argument and the proof that xMzF pxq is star-free in the
first proof of Schutzenberger’s theorem]
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A similar proof establishes that h´1pLpsqq is also a star-free language hence completing
the proof of Schutzenberger’s theorem. [We observe that though the two key combinatorial
ideas used here are the same as in the first proof, the use of the ďJ and identities on Green’s
relations significantly simplifies the inductive structure of the proof.]

The Factorization Forest Theorem

Let pM, ., 1q be a monoid and let m1,m2, . . . ,mn be a sequence of elements from M . We
would like to compute the product m1m2 . . .mn. This can be done in many ways – for
instance, with n “ 4 we could multiply it as pppm1.m2q.m3q.m4q or as ppm1.m2q.pm3.m4qq
and so on. Each such expression yields a unique tree whose internal nodes are labelled . and
whose leaves are labelled by m1, . . . ,mn from left to right. We would like to minimize the
height of such a tree, for instance among the two examples given above, we prefer the latter
as it has height 2 (while the former has height 3). Since all this has really nothing to do
with monoids (and just depends on the associativity of .), one can’t really do better than
a height of logpnq. However, we plan to generalize the expressions/trees now, making the
problem (and its solution) all the more interesting.

The version of trees we have can be thought of as follows: each leaf is labelled by an
element of M , each internal node has two children and it is labelled by m.m1 where m and
m1 are the labels of its two children. Each node denotes in some sense the effort/time to
compute this product. (The height of the tree denotes in some sense, the number of steps
needed to compute the entire product provided we can carry out “independent” products in
parallel.) Now, if we take the view that if e is an idempotent then evaluating an expression of
the form e.e.e . . . e can be considered atomic (needing just the same effort/time as computing
a product), since the answer is just e, this leads to dramatic improvements in the height of
the tree.

This generalized version of the expression tree is called a factorization tree. Formall, a
factorization tree for m1, . . . mn is simply a tree where

1. The leaves of the tree when read from left to right gives the sequence m1,m2, . . . mn.

2. Each internal node with two children is labelled by m.m1 where m and m1 are the labels
of its children.

3. Each internal node with three or more children is labelled by an idempotent e and each
of its children is also labelled by e.

Clearly the root of a factorization tree for m1,m2 . . . ,mn is labelled by m1m2 . . .mn.
A remarkable result of I.Simon says that there is a constant K, that depends only on the

size of M such that any sequence m1, . . . mn has a factorization tree of height at most K (in
particular, it is independent of n). The proof below is from [2]. The bound proved below is
not optimal and for an optimal construction the reader is referred to [?].

Theorem 4 (Simon’s Factorization Forest Theorem) Let pM, ., 1q be a finite monoid. Every
sequence m1,m2, . . . ,mn over M admits a factorization tree of height at most 5|M |.
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Proof: We prove by induction w.r.t. the pre-order ďJ , the following statement (which is
stronger than the requirement of the theorem).

If m1.m2. . . . mn “ m then the sequence m1,m2, . . . ,mn has a factorization tree
whose height is bounded by 5.|Jěm| where Jěm “ tt|m ďJ tu

For the base case, suppose m belongs to the maximum class w.r.t J , then mJ 1. But, as
observed in the proof of Schutzenberger’s theorem, J p1q “ Hp1q. Further, this also means
that for every 1 ď i ď j ď n, mimi`1 . . .mj P Hp1q.

We say that a sequence m1m2 . . .mn is H-smooth (similarly R-smooth or J -smooth) if
the entire set tmimi`1 . . .mj | 1 ď i ď j ď nu is contained within a single H-class (single
R-class or J -class respectively).

Thus, we have just observed that if m1m2 . . .mnJ 1 then it is a H-smooth sequence. We
claim the following (whose proof is presented later) to complete the proof of the base case:

Claim 3: If m1,m2 . . . ,mn is a H-smooth sequence and m1m2 . . .mn P H then it has a
factorization forest of height at most 3|H| ´ 1.

For the inductive case, we construct a sequence of indices i1 ă i2 . . . ă ir as follows: i1 is
the smallest index such that m1m2 . . .mi1Jm (it exists since n is a candidate). We let ij`1

to be the smallest index such that mij`1 . . .mij`1
Jm. Therefore we may write m1,m2 . . .mn

as w1,mi1 , w2,mi2 . . . wr,mir , wr`1 where wj “ mij´1`1,mij´1`2, . . . ,mij´1.
Let the product of the sequence wij be cj for 1 ď j ď r ` 1 and let bj “ cj.mij for 1 ď

j ď r. Then, by construction, bjJm for each 1 ď j ď r. Further, since b1b2 . . . brcr`1 “ m,
it follows that bi.bi`1 . . . bjJm. Thus, b1, b2, . . . br is a J -smooth sequence. We now use the
following claim, whose proof is provided later, to conclude the existence of a factorization
tree T of height at most 4|J pmq| ´ 1 for b1, b2, . . . br.

Claim 4: If m1,m2 . . . ,mn is a J -smooth sequence and m1m2 . . . mn P J then it has a
factorization tree of height at most 4|J | ´ 1.

This allows us to construct a factorization tree for m1, . . . ,mn as described in Figure 1,
where Tj is a factorization tree for wj.

We observe that m ăJ cj for each 1 ď j ď r ` 1. This follows from the fact that
c1.mi1 . . . cr`1 “ m and that ci is not in the same J -class as m. So, by the induction
hypothesis, the height of each Tj is not more than 5|Jěcj |. But Jěcj Ď JěmzJ pmq and so
the height of each Tj is not more than 5.|Jěm| ´ 5.|J pmq|.

The overall height of the above tree is therefore not more than 5.|Jěm| ´ 5.|J pmq| ` 1 `
p4|J pmq| ´ 1q ` 1 which is not more than 5.|Jěm| as required, completing the proof of the
theorem.

We now provide the proofs to the two claims used in this proof.

Proof of Claim 4: Let σ “ m1,m2, . . . mn be a J -smooth sequence and m1m2 . . .mn “ m.
Every R-class inside the J -class of m has the same size, say k. For any J -smooth sequence
m1,m2, . . .mn, we define its R-width (Rwpm1,m2, . . .mnq) to be the size of tRpmi . . .mjq|1 ď
i ď j ď nu. By J -smoothness, Rpmi . . .mjq “ Rpmiq and so we could have define R-width
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T1

c1

T2

c2

Tr

cr

b1 b2 br

mi1 mi2 mir¨ ¨ ¨

T

m

Tr`1

cr`1

Figure 1: The general case and the case of J -smooth factorizations

to be the size of tRpmiq|1 ď i ď nu. We prove by induction on the size of the R-width of σ
that it has a factorization tree of height at most 4.k.Rwpσq ´ 1.

If the R-width is 1 then by the following Claim, whose proof is provided later, we have
a factorization tree of the requisite size.

Claim 5: If m1,m2 . . . ,mn is a R-smooth sequence and m1m2 . . .mn P R then it has a
factorization forest of height at most 3|R| ´ 1.

Let R be the R-class of m. We identify the subsequence of all positions i1 ă i2 ă
. . . ir such that Rpmijq “ R. (Clearly i1 “ 1.) We may then write m1,m2, . . . ,mn as
m1w1mi2w2 . . .mirwr. By the observation about J -smoothness, Rpmijwjq “ Rpmijq “ R.
Thus, writing bj for mijwj, we conclude that the sequence b1b2 . . . br is R-smooth and by
Claim 5 has a factorization tree T of height 3.k ´ 1.

Further, each wj has strictly smaller R-width than m1,m2, . . . ,mn. Thus, by induction
hypothesis, it has a factorization tree of height at most 4.k.pRwpσq ´ 1q ´ 1. Thus, the
overall height of the factorization tree obtained by combining these with T is bounded by
4.k.pRwpσq ´ 1q ´ 1` 1` p3k ´ 1q which simplifies to 4.k.Rwpσq ´ k ´ 1 and hence not more
than 4.k.Rwpσq ´ 1. This completes the proof of Claim 4.

Proof of Claim 5: Let σ “ m1,m2, . . . ,mn be a given R-smooth sequence and let
m1m2 . . .mn “ m. The proof proceeds by induction on the size of the set tHpmiq|1 ď i ď nu,
which we denote by Hwpσq.

Let the size of any H-class within Rpmq be k. We prove that σ has a factorization forest
of size 3.k.Hwpσq ´ 1 which suffices to prove the Claim.

For the basis note that if Hwpσq “ 1 then miHmj for all 1 ď i, j ď n. Further
mimi`1 . . .mj ďL mi and mimi`1 . . .mj ďR mj and therefore mimi`1 . . .mj H mi and
the given sequence is actually H-smooth. Thus we can use Claim 3 to obtain a factorization
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T1

c1

T2

c2

Tr

cr

b1 b2 br

mi1 mi2 mir¨ ¨ ¨

T

Figure 2: R-smooth Factorizations

tree of the required size.
For the inductive case, let H be the H-class of mn. Let i1 ă i2 . . . ă ir be the set of

positions in the sequence such that mijHmn. We can write σ “ w1mi1w2mi2 . . . wrmir . We
write cj for the product of the sequence wj and bj for cj.mij . Clearly bibi`1 . . . bj ďL mij ,
further since the given sequence is R-smooth, mij ďR bibi`1 . . . bj so that bibi`1 . . . bjHmij .
Thus, the sequence b1, b2, . . . , br is a H-smooth sequence and we may use Claim 3 to conclude
that it has a factorization tree T of size 3|H| ´ 1.

Moreover, by construction, none of the sequences wi contain any element of H and thus
Hwpwjq ă Hwpσq for each j with 1 ď j ď r. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, each wj has
a factorization tree Tj of height 3.k.pHwpm1, . . . ,mnq ´ 1q ´ 1.

We then combine these with the tree T as shown in Figure 2 to obtain a factorization
tree for σ. The height of the resulting tree is bounded by 3.k.pHwpσq ´ 1q ´ 1` 1` p3.k´ 1q.
Thus, it is bounded by 3.k.Hwpσq ´ 1 as required. This completes the proof of Claim 5.

Proof of Claim 3: Let σ “ m1,m2, . . . ,mn be aH-smooth sequence, withm1m2 . . .mn “ m

and let H be the H-class of m. We first observe that if n ě 2 then, by H-smoothness,
H2 XH ‰ H and thus H is regular and hence it is a group. In what follows we assume that
H is a group (and n ě 2).

Let Spσq be the set tm1 . . .mj | 1 ď j ď nu. The proof proceeds by induction on the
size of this set and establishes that σ has a factorization tree of height 3.|Spσq| ´ 1 (which
is bounded from above by 3.|H| ´ 1 as required by the Claim)

For the basis, suppose this set is a singleton. Then m1.m2 “ m1 which means m2 “ e

where e is the identity of the group H. Similarly, mi “ e for each i ą 1. Thus, we have a
factorization tree of height 2 (one to combine the idempotents and another to combine with
m1) for σ.
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T1

c1

T2

c2

Tr

cr

b1 b2 br

mi1 mi2 mir¨ ¨ ¨

e

m

Figure 3: H-smooth Factorizations

For the inductive step, let i1 ă i2 ă . . . ir be the subsequence of all those positions such
that m1.m2. . . . .mij “ m. As usual we write σ as w1,mi1 , w2,mi2 , . . . , wir ,mir . We claim
that |Spwiq| ă |Spσq|. For w1, Spw1q Ď Spσqztmu and thus |Spw1q| ă |Spσq|. For j ą 1, we
note that if t P Spwjq then mt P Spσq since w1mi1w2mi2 . . .mij´1

“ m. Thus mSpwjq Ď Spσq
and once again, by construction m R mSpwjq. Thus |mSpwjq| ă |Spσq| for all 2 ď j ď r.
But since H is a group |Spwjq| “ |mSpwjq| and thus we may apply the induction hypothesis
to each wj to obtain a factorization tree Tj for wj of height 3.|Spwjq| ´ 1.

Now if r “ 1 we combine the tree T1 withmn to obtain a tree of height at most p3.|Spw1q|´
1q ` 1 ă 3.|Spσq ´ 1| as required.

Otherwise, let the product of wj be cj and let cj.mij “ bj. Therefore b1 “ b1.b2 “ . . . “
b1.b2 . . . br and since H is a group this means that b2 “ b3 “ . . . br “ e where e is the identity
of H. Thus we may contruct a factorization tree for σ by combining the trees Tj as described
in Figure 3.

The height of this factorization is 3 plus the maximum height of the Tj’s. This is bounded
by 3 ` 3.p|Spσq| ´ 1q ´ 1 “ 3.|Spσq| ´ 1 as required. This completes the proof of Claim 3
and hence the proof of the theorem.

Just in case you wondered why the theorem is called the Factorization Forest theorem,
it is because it constructs a whole collection of trees (a forest), one for each sequence over
the monoid (in such a way that the maximum height of the entire family is bounded by a
function that depends only on the the size of the monoid).
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Well-typed Regular Expressions

As an application of the factorization forest theorem we show how to construct regular
expressions that are consistent w.r.t. a morphism recognizing the (regular) language.

Definition 5 Let h : pΣ˚, ., ǫq ÝÑ pM, ., 1q be a morphism. A regular expression E (over
the alphabet Σ) is said to be well-typed w.r.t. h if for each sub-expression E 1 of E and for
each w,w1 such that w,w1 P LpE 1q, we have hpwq “ hpw1q. The set of sub-expressions is
inductively defined as follows:

1. if Subpǫq “ tǫu and Subpaq “ tau.

2. if E “ E1 ` E2 or E “ E1.E2 then SubpEq “ tEu Y SubtE1u Y SubtE2u.

3. if E “ E`
1

then SubpEq “ tEu Y SubpE1q.

Notice, that in any well-typed regular expression E`, hpLpE`qq “ hpLpEqq “ teu for
some idempotent e P M .

Theorem 6 Let h : pΣ˚, ., ǫq ÝÑ pM, ., 1q be a morphism into a finite monoid. For any
s P M , h´1psq has a well-typed regular expression w.r.t. h. Consequently, every language
recognised by h is a finite union of languages with well-typed regular expressions.

Proof: Given any word w “ a1a2 . . . an over Σ, we shall refer to a factorization tree for
the sequence hpa1q, hpa2q, . . . , hpanq as a factorization tree for w. By the factorization forest
theorem such a factorization tree of height at most 5|M | exists for any w.

We construct a well-typed regular expression Ei
s, for each s P M and i ď 5|M |, such that

LpEi
sq “ tw | hpwq “ s,w has a factorization tree of height ď iu

This is done by induction on i. We have

E0

s “
ÿ

ta | a P Σ Y tǫu, hpaq “ su

Further, if s is not an idempotent then

Ei`1

s “ Ei
s `

ÿ

tEi
u.E

i
v | u.v “ su

and if s is an idempotent then

Ei`1

s “ Ei
s `

ÿ

tEi
u.E

i
v | u.v “ su ` pEi

sq
`

The proof that LpEi
sq is the desired language is easy to establish by induction on i using

the definition of factorization trees and is left as an exercise to the reader. Finally, using
the factorization forest theorem we conclude that E

5|M |
s is a well-typed regular expression

for the language h´1psq.

For a number of other applications of Green’s relations see [2] and for other applications
of the Factorization Forest theorem see [1].
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